
Sewage – Gears of War 3 Team Deathmatch Map 

 

Description and concept 

 

Sewage is a team deathmatch map with several variances in elevation, close quarters indoor combat 

areas, and medium to long range combat areas outdoors.  The map’s setting is the exit drain of a large 

sewer system that is constantly dumping sewage water into a swamp like area. 

 

What sets this map apart from others is the fact that there is sewage flowing through areas of the map 

(See “Physics Volume” on the paper plan), and while a player is in the sewage, their movement speed is 

slightly decreased.  Players maintain control of all of their abilities (basic movement, roadie run, taking 

cover, etc.), just at a percentage of their normal speed (approximately 70-80% of normal speed – can be 

tweaked with playtesting).  The placement of the sewage is to give players a risk versus reward decision.  

Moving through the water will be a somewhat risky maneuver, since they’ll be an easier target, but it 

also reaps the benefit of a shortcut or flank.  The method of introduction to this feature is simple: 

players all spawn inside the sewage.  When moving to exit the sewage, players will notice that their 

movement speed is decreased. 

 

Interesting areas 

 

One of the areas I find most interesting about this map is the interior of the central pipe system.  There 

are three entrances to the central pipe from each side that vary in elevation and cover.  Players are able 

to quickly backtrack and try a different approach should they see a threat in their original decision.  At 

both ends of the central pipe there are pickups.  At the top, there is a grenade pickup, as this is the 

closest contested pickup to the spawn points.  The pickup has plenty of cover, but only one way in or out 

on either side.  At the bottom of the pipe, there is a long range power weapon.  This weapon can be 

approached from many different angles, but it is out in the open, leaving the player attempting to get it 

an easy target.  Should a player get the long range weapon and begin to pick some opponents off who 

are in the lower half of the map, the respawn area gives the killed player an instant flank on the sniper. 

 

There is also a small structure on either side of the exit platform of the central pipe.  These structures 

have windows facing the platform, giving players the opportunity to pick off a camping sniper, while also 

giving them three possible exits. 

 

There are many chest high ledges in this level that the player can vault up onto (think of the platform in 

Checkout).  The reason behind this is to give the player cover while also giving them plenty of options for 

movement and pathing. 

 

Weaker areas 

 

I think the weaker areas of my map are the stretches of hallway leading to the central pipe.  Their cover 

is slightly sparse, but this is under the assumption that players will not be attempting to close in on the 

enemy spawn point.  I attempted to make these hallways more interesting by adding split paths, though 

I feel this area could use some more iteration. 



 

Weapon placements 

 

Round 1 

Pistol – Boltok 

Grenade – Frag 

Power (mid-map) – Torque Bow 

Power (low-map) – Boomshot 

 

Round 2 

Pistol – Gorgon SMG 

Grenade – Incendiary 

Power (mid-map) – Longshot 

Power (low-map) – Digger 

 

Round 3 

Pistol – Snub Pistol 

Grenade – Ink Grenade 

Power (mid-map) – Torque Bow 

Power (low-map) – Mulcher 

 

The reason I chose these weapons is because they are appropriate to use where they are placed, but 

dangerous.  Players can choose to stick around the exit of the central pipe with the Torque Bow or 

Longshot, and they have a solid vantage point, but they are also very open to flanks. 

 

The placement for the power weapons to create areas of interest for the players, and to give them 

objectives.  If a player wants to get the Boomshot/Digger/Mulcher, they’ll need to traverse the open low 

ground, a large risk, but for a good reward.  The low-map Power pickup has a line of sight from the mid-

map Power pickup, but plenty of cover on the left and right sides. 


